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Abstract 

Most of the consumers in developed countries are increasingly becoming concerned about pig 
rearing conditions and pork eating quality. Knowledge of animal welfare and its impact on pork 
production in many developing countries is still lacking. The objective of this review is to open a 
discussion among stakeholders in the South African pig industry on improving pre-slaughter 
handling of pigs and its application to improve pork eating quality, income to the farmer and 
the viability of the pig industry in general. Pig handling at the farm, during transportation and at 
the abattoir influences physic-chemical and sensory properties of pork. These welfare issues 
also affect consumer acceptability of pork and the health of pork consumers. Furthermore, the 
review identifies pig welfare, use of molecular techniques, traceability and disease control, 
effect of pork products on consumer health, pork processing and value adding, pork safety, and 
pork acceptability as possible areas in the South African pig industry which need further 
research. 
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1. Introduction 

The pre-slaughter welfare of a pig refers to the influence of the various internal challenges or 
ante-mortem conditions on the physiological or biochemical state of the pig at the time of 
observation during the growth phase and handling pre-slaughter (Broom, 2000; Gregory, 2007; 
Grandin, 2007). Centuries ago, pigs were brought to the slaughterhouse in town because of 
town immigration by people (Lambooij, 2000). Nowadays, most pigs are transported to markets 
and/or slaughterhouses by different forms of vehicles.  As pigs are transported, several human-
animal interactions and environmental factors that have effects on pig welfare are at play. 
These factors include handling, genotype, nutrition, feed withdrawal, loading, transportation to 
the slaughterhouse, off-loading, lairage waiting, and finally slaughtering (Barton-Gade and 
Christensen, 1998; Velarde et al., 2000; Maria et al., 2005). These conditions influence pig 
behaviour, welfare, productivity and subsequently pork quality (Eikelenboom et al., 1991; Ekkel 
et al., 1997).  
 
The important pork characteristics affected by pre-slaughter stress include ultimate pH (pHu), 
colour, water-holding capacity (WHC), shelf life, cooking loss and tenderness, and all these are 
important in the meat science and technology industry (Hoffman et al., 2003; Muchenje et al., 
2009a).  The influence of handling conditions on the process of conversion of pig to pork is 
inconclusive in the South African context (Hoffman et al., 2003).  Poor welfare procedures that 
stress the pigs may not only influence the conversion of muscle to pork (Van der Wal et al., 
1997), but may also compromise the health of the pig (D’Souza et al., 1998a, b), change muscle 
glycogen concentration, acidity and temperature immediately post mortem (Maria et al., 2005), 
eventually leading to aberrant pork eating quality. Major pork defects faced by producers are 
the dark firms dry (DFD) and the pale soft exudative (PSE). The PSE pork is characterized by its 
paleness, softness and low water binding capacity. The DFD and PSE are undesirable as they 
influence the consumer’s purchasing decisions, preferences and, thus, negatively affect the 
pork industry. 
 
Concerns of pig welfare are major issues in most developed countries and are based on the fact 
that animals can suffer, eventually leading to aberrant pork eating quality, especially when the 
five familiar freedoms that define the animal’s fundamental needs and freedoms are not met. 
These are freedom from thirst; hunger and malnutrition; discomfort; pain, injury and disease; 
fear and distress. In most developing countries, including South Africa, such issues receive low 
priority mainly due to lack of education and funding with regard to animal welfare related 
issues. Pigs slaughtered at abattoirs, with limited resources, infrastructure and poor operating 
environments, are supplied by producers, who are located far away from the abattoirs and with 
limited infrastructure (Aklilu, 2002). Poor handling facilities and infrastructure, harsh climates, 
poor operational techniques, bullying by others and fearful pigs are common in most 
production systems of South Africa (Neethling, 2009b). These may not only impose detrimental 
effects on the transformation process of pig into pork, but may also cause frustration to the 
stockman (Hemsworth, 2000), increase individual healthy risks, influence pig well-being and 
impart negatively on the ecological sustainability of food systems. 
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In South Africa, research on the halothane genotype and pork quality (Fisher et al., 2000a,b,c) 
and sensory characteristics (Moleich et al., 2003) has been conducted. However, studies on 
perception of pork by farmers, butcheries and consumers on pig handling, transportation and 
slaughterhouse practices and their effects on pig injuries, bruising and meat quality in both 
small scale and large scale abattoirs, are limited. Moreover, information on the perceptions of 
producers and consumers on the animal welfare legislation is scarce or not available at all. 
Improvement of practices on farm animals destined for slaughter can be of assistance in 
reducing mortalities on the farm and during transportation, reducing skin, and carcass damage 
due to bruise and injury, and avoiding pH variation thereby reducing the economic losses to the 
pork industry. The farmers, slaughterhouses, butcheries and the consumers can all, thus, be 
rewarded by improvement on the quality of pork produced. Most of the research on pig 
welfare and pork quality has been conducted in the developed world (Rosenvold and Andersen, 
2003a; Broom, 2000; Gregory, 2007).  
 
This review focuses on the behavioural, biochemical, physiological and ethical issues that 
pertain to pre-slaughter pig welfare and their effects on pork physic-chemical and eating 
quality. These issues are reviewed in relation to how they are likely to affect the South African 
pig industry in this era of globalization. The review also identifies possible areas which need 
further research to develop the pig industry of South Africa. 

 

2. Pig pre-slaughter welfare issues 

 

Animal welfare issues are a major consideration in most developed countries; and this has led 
to government interventions and formation of non-profit organizations which are responsible 
for raising animal welfare awareness issues. Developing countries, such as South Africa, are 
beginning to be conscious about animal welfare issues and some regulations such as, the “Code 
of practice for the handling and transport of livestock,” are being implemented (Tomlinson, 
2000). Poor handling facilities, lack of education on animal handling and welfare awareness 
issues, to some extent, social customs and beliefs are major impediments to proper animal 
welfare amongst most farmers in the developing world (Gregory, 2008). Pigs respond or cope 
with handling procedures through specific features and previous experiences. When animals 
are restricted from behaving naturally, this may lead to behavioural problems and aggression. 
Therefore, it is important for stockpersons to understand the behaviour of pigs so that stress 
can be reduced from the farm to the abattoir. Although effects of slaughterhouse conditions 
have been extensively studied (Ekkel et al., 1997; Barton-Gade and Christensen, 1998; Maria et 

al., 2005), their relationship with pork eating quality in South Africa has not been investigated. 
Assessment of the welfare status of pigs during the pre-slaughter period is of paramount 
importance if pork of high quality is to be produced while maintaining the well-being of the 
animals and reducing the spread of health risks (Gregory, 2008). Assessment records by the 
farmer, transporter and the abattoir owner should accompany traceability records from the 
farm up to the point of consumption. Some of the pig welfare assessment methods that can be 
easily used include pig behaviour, bruises, injuries and deaths. Welfare audits have remarkably 
improved animal handling in USA and Canada (Grandin, 2007). If the same is done in South 
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Africa the handling of commercial pigs can be improved, therefore, there is need to assess the 
impact of these audits locally. At research and more technical level the easily used methods can 
be used in conjunction with biological components, such as heart rate, temperature, hormonal 
levels and other blood metabolites. These methods can be used to assess pig welfare from 
rearing at the farm until the time of slaughter at the abattoir. 
 

2.1. Pig handling at the farm 

On-farm handling procedures begin from the time of birth up to the time of loading into 
vehicles or driving them on hoof to the slaughterhouse. On-farm handling practices and their 
impact on pig welfare status during the pre-slaughter period are influenced by factors such as 
loading, use of sticks or electrical goads, breeds, appropriateness of handling facilities, previous 
experience and the skill of the handler.  Prior to transportation to the slaughterhouse, pigs are 
gathered to a handling point, if there is any, or are just driven to the slaughterhouse.  
 
Poor handling may lead to serious injuries and bruising, especially to pigs that are not familiar 
with a particular confinement because they may react badly (Gregory, 2008). The situation can 
be exacerbated if stockpersons are not familiar with the principles of animal behaviour, such as 
flight zones and visual fields (Grandin, 2000a) and social instincts.  Such principles may protect 
stress-susceptible animals to physical disturbances from forceful contacts such as hitting, rough 
handling or during re-grouping for social order during confinement (Grandin, 2000b) as these 
may lead to carcass devaluation. Carcass devaluation leads to huge losses to farmers and the 
pig industry. 
 
Any occurrence of bruises indicates that some aspect of the welfare status was aversive 
because skin damage from an injury is inevitably painful to the animal. On the other hand, age 
and position of the bruises indicates when and where the welfare is suboptimal. Age and 
position of the bruises can be used to identify animal welfare problem areas that need to be 
improved between the farmer, the transporter and the abattoir owner. Since free-range pigs 
are not used to handling they have more skin damage than the pigs raised indoors during 
handling (Lambooij et al., 2004). This loss from bruised and injured pigs may result in additional 
expenses for labour to do the trimming of the bruised or injured muscle part. The use of 
conventional ways of driving pigs with electrical goads has been associated with the increase in 
the incidences of major pork defects, such as PSE and DFD (Lambooij, 2000). Such incidences 
can be reduced through modern ways such as the use of opaque passages, shades, uniform 
colours of handling facilities and flipping flags (Grandin, 2000a, b, Gregory, 2007). Figure 1 
illustrates a pig refusing to move due to fear of change of the floor setup. 
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Fig 1. A pig refusing to move over a white plastic strip and on the drains on the floor (Gregory, 
2007). 
 
Furthermore, pork defects can also be reduced by formulating pig groups according to 
uniqueness of age, sex, size or herd and using proper loading facilities with required inclination 
at the same time providing opaque sides which prevent visual field of the ground for height 
stress pigs (Lambooij, 2000). Good animal welfare practices at the farm should be friendly from 
time of rearing because susceptibility of pigs to stress factors is partly influenced by the 
animal’s previous experience. For example, high stocking densities during rearing have been 
linked to a reduced risk of DFD and paler meat (Hamilton et al., 2003; Guardia et al., 2005). In 
PSE –prone pigs, high stocking densities have been associated with reduced drip loss (Gregory, 
2007). This may be ascribed to the fact that the pigs reared in high densities get used to 
stressful conditions such that they will be able to cope with pre-slaughter stress.  
 

2.2. Pig transportation 

Pig transportation to slaughterhouses is inevitable, but can be potentially harmful. It is 
characterized by threatening and novelty events that can negatively affect animals, either 
physically or physiologically depending on the mode of transportation used. The common mode 
of transport for pigs are by vehicle of which most of these vehicles are unsuitable for the job 
and in many cases the vehicles are over-loaded (Gous, Personal communication). Unfamiliarity 
of pigs to the novelty of the transport conditions, mixing of different social species, weather 
conditions, loading density, duration of trip and loading or unloading (Lammens et al., 2007) 
and associated handling during transportation influence the welfare status of pigs (Lambooij, 
2000).  
 
Long journeys can also result in huge economic losses to the pig industry, especially when the 
pigs are loaded at high stocking densities (Gregory, 2007). According to the Council Directive 
91/628/EC (1991), OJEU (1986) and Council Regulation 98/411/EC (1998) on the protection of 
animals during transport, all pigs should at least be able to stand or lie down in their natural 
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position, requiring a stocking density of 236 kg/m2 and a duration of transport period of up to 8 
hours (Gregory, 2007). Moreover, laws and ordinances governing animal transport in the 
developing world are either not enforced, lax or absent. There are some transport regulations 
in effect in South Africa; these are obtained from the Red Meat Abattoir Association and 
Department of Agriculture (Neethling, 2009a). Some of the risk assessment guidelines at 
various control points have been revealed by Neethling (2009b) to reduce or completely 
eliminate risks associated with animal handling, meat processing and distribution. However, the 
scientific information or surveys to confirm the fully implementation of these guidelines in the 
local meat industry are scarce or not effectively implemented at all. 
 
The magnitude of stress associated with road transportation of these animals under the year-
round inclement weather of South Africa has not been previously assessed. Research had been 
carried out to assess transport slaughter animals around Gauteng province in South Africa and 
the current vehicles used are undesirable (Gous, Personal communication). However, 
information pertaining to actual situation is not easily accessible to all stakeholders in the 
industry. A rough guide to the space required for animals during transportation can be based 
on the formula: 

A=0.021W0.67 were A is Area in m2 and W is the live weight in kg (Broom, 2000). 
 

 According to the code of practice for handling and transporting animals in South Africa, the 
recommended floor space per animal are 0,3 m2 per porker; 0,4 m2 per baconer; and 0,8 m2 per 
adult pig (Tomlinson, 2000). Considering that pigs are transported for slaughter at different 
weights, it is difficult in practice for handlers to compromise welfare and meat quality with 
economic factors. Therefore, there is need to investigate the effect of loading densities on pork 
quality so that handling of slaughter animals can be improved in South Africa.  When these 
estimates are exceeded, there will be cause for concern among stock handlers and chances of 
obtaining poor quality pork will be increased. There is need to investigate the influence of these 
stocking density on pork quality, as well as the perceptions of handlers and consumers on the 
current transport regulations and its implementation. 
  
Normally, pigs do not lie down and rest two to four hours after the start of the journey so on 
short journeys pigs can be highly stocked (Gregory, 2007).  In South Africa vehicles which 
transport pigs are usually overcrowded. Although this may not significantly affect meat quality, 
this may cause more physical exertion (Warris et al., 1998b). Pigs that are easily agitated by 
nature may result in high economic losses due to high deaths on arrival rates, skin lesions and 
bruises. There is need for welfare audits around all South African abattoirs so that animals are 
handled humanely. Implementation of welfare audits year round also opens an opportunity for 
the local abattoirs to imitate first world countries at the same time welfare organizations can 
also restructure regulations which are currently in effect.  When assessing the welfare status of 
the pigs during transportation mortality rates exceeding 1% indicate that the transport 
conditions were harsh (Gregory, 2007). Death during transportation signifies that the pigs have 
failed to cope with the welfare procedures. Suitability of regulations, such as those applied in 
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Europe, under the local less benign conditions should be investigated especially during this 
global era of climatic change. 
 
According to Gregory (2007), much of the stress associated with short journeys occurs during 
loading and at the start of the journey. The behavioural responses of pigs, such as vocalizations 
or aggressiveness, are the obvious indicators of the animal welfare status (Broom, 2000; 
Gregory, 2007). The behavioural response of pigs during transportation and their effect on pork 
eating quality, however, have not been extensively investigated not only in developing 
countries but through out the whole world. During transportation, pig coping behaviours, such 
as mounting, lying, vomiting, aggressiveness, vocalizations and fighting of pigs can be recorded 
through video recording and consequently assessed in relation to the meat quality post 

mortem. Such studies have not been done extensively due to the difficulties associated with 
recording behaviours when the vehicle is in motion.  
 
It can be postulated that mounting and fighting between different social groups result in 
detrimental effects such as skin blemishes and subsequent increase in ultimate pH (Grandin, 
1990; Warris et al., 1998a). This is due to the fact that ante-mortem stress associated with 
transportation accelerates depletion of muscle ATP, eventually leading to an increased 
AMP/ATP ratio and this activates glycolysis, lactic acid build-up (Muchenje et al., 2009a), and 
subsequent increase in PSE  and DFD incidences especially during hot weather. The situation is 
further aggravated by lengthy journeys with food and water withdrawal which may cause 
dehydration and mobilization of fat and muscle glycogen reserves (Warrris et al., 1998a, b) thus 
resulting in less lactic acid and consequently high pork pH post-mortem (Muchenje et al., 
2009a;b) which is detrimental to pork eating quality. 
 
Research has also shown that during transportation, discomfort can result due to long food and 
water deprivation, unkind or strange weather, fright or physical conditions, such as muscle 
ischemia (Mounier et al., 2006).  The coping status of the pigs is likely to be altered considering 
that the whether conditions of the Southern region are generally harsh. Therefore, the coping 
status of pigs being transported in South Africa should be investigated in both gravel and tarred 
roads. Lengthy journeys place a greater demand for energy metabolism on the animal and are 
the reason of depleted muscle glycogen concentration. However, in South Africa, the current 
code of practice for handling and transporting slaughter animals does not specify the time limit 
for animals in transit as well as resting times during transportation (Tomlinson, 2000).  
 
Considering that the roads in South Africa are not uniform, there is need also for adjustment of 
these regulations with regard to the condition of the road. World-over, studies on the influence 
of duration of transportation in relation to the welfare status and pork quality are lacking but 
may be useful if the regulations in effect are to be reviewed.  Occurrences of high PSE and DFD 
in pork can be prevented by supplementing the pigs with sucrose during lairage period 
(Rosenvold and Andersen, 2003b). Poor transport conditions and/or prolonged transportation 
of stress-susceptible pigs result in stressful events, especially when environmental conditions 
are not conducive, and this can result in high mortalities before slaughter. During 
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transportation, mortalities can also occur due to the accretion of exhausts fumes and road dust 
with subsequent poisoning. This poisoning combined with inadequate escape of gaseous 
exchange, particularly on stationary vehicles, can then be large enough to cause the animal to 
faint or to die from suffocation before getting to the slaughterhouse (Berg, 2001). The effects of 
these exhaust fumes and road dust have not been extensively researched but are potentially 
harmful because gas residues in meat may result in brain damages especially in children. 
 
During transportation, pigs can be depressed due to bruising or injuries and these can lead to 
release of cortisol, vasopressin, epinephrine, creatinine kinase, lactate dehydrogenase and 
norepinephrine into the blood stream (Broom, 2000). These hormones cause the breakdown of 
stored glycogen which is further utilised by animals’ muscles to counteract for survival 
(Grandin, 2000b). Hormonal fluctuations from normal basal levels can be used in conjunction 
with other indicators, such as behavioural measurements, to ascertain the welfare status of the 
pigs during transportation, such scientific information is lacking in South Africa. Besides the use 
of hormones as stress indicators when pigs are handled or transported, blood cells are released 
from the spleen (Parrott et al., 1998), thus haematocrit can also be used to assess the 
aversiveness of the welfare procedures. 
 

2.3. Pig handling at the abattoir 

Welfare procedures associated with pre-slaughter conditions at the abattoir begin during 
unloading of animals up to the time when the animals are stunned in the slaughterhouse. 
During unloading, proper handling facilities and knowledge of behavioural aspects, such as 
flight zones and visual fields prevent detrimental effects which may occur. These include 
bruises, injuries and broken limbs for these impose negative impact on animal well-being and 
carcass grading or classification. 
 
 Some animals may refuse to walk resulting in the use of sticks or electrical goads to drive 
animals in a required direction. According to Hemsworth (2000), the use of solid panels as 
shown in Fig. 2 will prevent the pigs from turning back. The use of electrical goads when moving 
the pigs to the slaughter point have been proven to be sufficient in increasing the expression of 
PSE meat (D’Souza et al., 1998a, b; Van der Wal et al., 1999). From the lairage to the 
slaughterhouse, the method of bringing the pigs to the stunning device affects the frequency of 
PSE-zones in pig hams. For example, Franck et al. (2003) reported that the frequency of 
occurrence of PSE using the automated driving of groups of animals to the stunning machine, 
combined with the back loading of a nacelle, compared to a traditional system of driving pigs in 
a single file, using electrical goads and a restrainer, were 13 and 50 %, respectively. The modern 
system is, therefore, beneficial with respect to both meat quality and animal welfare. 
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Fig. 2. A solid panel being used by stockman to move the pigs forward without turning back 
(Hemsworth, 2000). 
 
At the abattoir, handling methods which result in high carcass temperatures and low pH values 
early post-mortem lead to inferior pork quality (Hambrecht et al., 2005). However, hyper 
temperatures are reduced by showering the pigs (Long and Tarrant, 1990) such that they are 
slaughtered when their body temperature is within the normal range of 38.7 to 39.8 oC 
(Cunningham, 1997). It is, therefore, important for the farmer to be familiar with the 
differences in climatic conditions, particularly temperature, because by nature, pigs are heat 
susceptible. Management should, therefore, aim to reduce pork defects associated with 
thermoregulation. Use of weather forecasting information as a guide to when pigs can be 
transported to the slaughterhouse is encouraged. 
 
Social groups should be maintained during this period up to the time of stunning for these may 
result in stress due to fights, mounting or general fear of other unfamiliar pigs. Investigators of 
factors related to pork defects in slaughterhouses face problems of sub-standardizing pre-
processing factors, such as genetic background, duration of transport and lairage conditions 
(Gispert et al., 2000; Velarde et al., 2000) and failure to reliably identify carcasses on the day 
after slaughter when ultimate meat quality is assessed (Warris et al., 1994). This is likely to be a 
major problem in the developing world where online measurement of carcasses is one of the 
major challenges. Introducing pigs in groups as they enter the slaughterhouse and familiarizing 
stockman with the principles of animal behavior can alleviate these problems. Aversiveness of 
animal welfare at the abattoir and slaughter handling systems can be assessed through 
behavioural, biochemical and physiological measurements of stress indicators, such as 
hormonal concentrations, body temperature (Weeding et al., 1993), blood pH and vocalizations 
(Gregory, 2007).  
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2.4. Lairage duration and conditions 

Handling in the lairage is important to allow recovery and acclimation from trauma and novelty 
of the transport, and to produce pork of high quality, the lairage should not be a stress factor 
(Hambrecht et al., 2005). The welfare status of the animal in the lairage is influenced by 
conditions of the lairage, such as duration of resting (Hambrecht et al., 2004), previous pre-
slaughter treatment (transport, unloading, mixing) (Aaslyng and Barton-Gade, 2001), social 
classes, stress susceptibility, age difference, air temperature (Lammens et al., 2007), stocking 
density, climatic conditions, and ventilation. Pigs which are easily agitated by nature are at a 
greater risk of developing PSE conditions compared to those which are not carriers of stress 
susceptible genes. However, due to the prolonged waiting period, differences in social groups 
and high stocking densities usually encountered at the place, a fight for social order between 
the pigs may be promoted thus causing pork defects such as PSE condition. In the lairage, 
stress-susceptible pigs can be easily agitated due to social pressure and overcrowding, a 
situation which can be chaotic, especially in large groups and in hot climates which are common 
in South Africa in summer. In temperate climates, lying area requirements are based on the 
following equation:   

Lying area = 0.033 × body weight0.66 (Ekkel et al., 2003). 
 

Pork quality is negatively affected by forcing pigs to move over a period of 1 min through the 
stunning pen as opposed to slaughtering pigs immediately without exposing them to stress 
(Van der Wal et al., 1999). Aaslyng and Barton-Gade (2001) reported that holding pigs less than 
1 h before slaughter improves meat colour,  reduces incidences of the PSE occurrence while a 
prolonged resting time increases DFD while skin damage occurrences increases (Grandin, 1994; 
Warriss et al., 1998c). Overnight lairage leads to a depletion of glycogen thus inducing a 
decrease of pH, colour co-ordinates, and drip loss values and an increase of ultimate pH (Costa 
et al., 2002). Compared with shorter lairage, overnight lairage tended to reduce backfat 
thickness, the weight of the Longissimus thoracis (LT) muscle and increased the proportion of 
pigs with severe skin damage in all areas of the carcasses (Costa et al., 2002). In heavy pigs, 
prolonging holding time before slaughter from 2 to 22 hours reduces the incidence of PSE meat 
without increasing DFD occurrence (Costa et al., 2002).  
 
There is need to ascertain or quantify actual optimum resting time in relation to specific 
physiological or biochemical threshold levels which are necessary for optimization of desired 
pork quality. Poor handling in lairage immediately prior to stunning gives a higher temperature 
in muscle and a faster pH fall early post mortem, as well as a higher drip loss and a greater PSE-
incidence than a careful handling (D'Souza et al., 1998a).  
 

2.5. Stunning of pigs  

Prior to slaughter, the first step in the transformation of pig into edible pork involves stunning. 
Stunning makes the animal unconsciousness such that there is enough loss of blood to cause 
death from lack of oxygen to the brain and with high insensitiveness to pain before humane 
slaughtering or slitting (Anon, 2001). Stunning depends on the religious structures of 
slaughterhouse operations and ethical concerns of clients and legislation (Gregory, 2007). 
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Mechanical stunning involves the use of CO2 inoculations or the captive bolt method which 
does not only result in concussion, but can also penetrate the skull and injure some portion of 
the brain. On the other hand, electrical stunning can be achieved by passing a current (1.25 
amps) across the brain and this requires correct placement of stunning tongs as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. The head tongs must not be placed on the neck.  
 

 
 
Fig. 3. The correct positioning of the head electrode is right behind the ear or on the forehead 
when using the head-to-back cardiac arrest (Gregory, 2007). 
 
Although the method of stunning affects pork eating quality (Channon et al., 2002), stress 
immediately before slaughter has severe, negative consequences on pork quality attributes, 
such as drip loss and pork color, both after electrical and CO2 stunning (Hambrecht et al., 2004). 
Channon et al. (2000), however, reported that CO2 stunning systems improve carcass and meat 
quality attributes of pork to a greater extent than electrical stunning. In Denmark, researchers 
developed excellent CO2 stunning chambers and handling systems (Fig. 4) which allow pigs to 
be stunned in a group of four or five without the use of electrical goads in moving the animals. 
Stunning pigs with CO2 can reduce the incidence of ecchymosis and bone fractures, improve 
meat quality and improve worker safety compared with electrical stunning (Channon 1997a,b; 
Channon et al., 2002). The use of gases during stunning impose economic advantages as well as 
reduce animal welfare concerns but it has not been introduced in South Africa. 
 
On the other hand, poor handling immediately prior to stunning or inappropriate stunning 
techniques  has been shown to give a higher temperature in muscle and a faster pH fall early 
post mortem, as well as a higher drip loss and a greater PSE-incidence than a careful handling 
(D'Souza et al., 1998a, b). The negative effects of stress may be aggravated by high muscle 
energy levels present at slaughter (Hambrecht et al., 2004). Missed or improper stunning may 
lead pigs to kick violently following concussion, and this can increase the rate of post mortem 
muscle glycolysis (Gregory, 2007). Muscular contractions during and after stunning had a 
negative effect on pork quality, causing a more rapid drop in pH, a faster development of rigor 
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mortis and a reduced water holding capacity (van der Wal et al., 1997). Muscle contractions 
may be worsened further if the stunning procedure is imperfect. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Danish group handling system for moving groups of  five pigs into a CO2 chamber 
(Grandin, 2007). 
 
 
3. Linking pig pre-slaughter welfare, stress hormones to pork quality 

 

Pigs respond or cope with various welfare conditions which they perceive as dangerous through 
specific features and, subsequently, react with physiological and biochemical changes. 
Physiological parameters demonstrate aversiveness of welfare because impulses result in the 
activation of the hypothalamo-adenohypophyseal-adrenocortical axis due to stimulation of the 
parasympathetic or sympathetic nervous system, which leads to changes in hormonal levels 
(Lambooij, 2000) and subsequently the quality of meat. Stress or physical exertion stimulates 
release of hormones, such as cortisol, adrenaline, noradrenaline, creatinine kinase, 
dehydrogenase, prolactin, beta-endorphin and glucocorticoids and are often used in assessing 
welfare during handling (Muchenje et al., 2009b). The release of glucocorticoids and 
cathecholamines triggers the depletion of muscle glycogen causing increased meat pH and pork 
eating defects (Lambooij, 2000).  
 
Fluctuations of biochemical components following deviation from normal function, below or 
above normal critical threshold levels, may impose detrimental effects on the process of 
transformation of muscle to pork. Monitoring stress levels by blood lactate measurement in 
combination with strategies to control muscle energy present at slaughter aid in improving pork 
quality (Hambrecht et al., 2004). In pigs, most meat quality traits are largely affected by the 
stress sensitivity status (Claeys et al., 2001; Gregory, 2007). In other words, the halothane 
genotype of the pig has great influence on meat quality than pre-slaughter management (Costa 
et al., 1999). However, the relationship between animal characteristics, stress sensitivity or 
fresh pork quality, on one hand, and muscle enzyme activities, on the other hand, has not been 
extensively investigated (Gil et al., 1998; 1999). 
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4. Pig pre-slaughter welfare and physical meat attributes 

 
As pigs are handled from the farm up to the time of stunning, stockpersons are faced with 
challenges of improving physical post mortem pork attributes which are concerned with both 
consumer acceptance and technological aspects. The main physical pork attributes associated 
with pre-slaughter stress are acidity, PSE, DFD, boar taint, bruising, toughness, sogginess, 
cooking loss, meat dryness, two-toning such as colour, water holding capacity and texture and 
rancidity in stored products (Van der Wal et al., 1997; Gregory, 2007). Hambrecht et al. (2004) 
reported that pigs which were severely stressed, as compared to those handled under standard 
conditions, resulted in inferior pork quality attributes, including electrical conductivity, filter 
paper moisture, drip loss and lightness. Stress responsiveness is partially influenced by 
genotype. Table 1 illustrates that acceptability of pork was low for palatable attributes of pork 
produced from stress-susceptible genotypes. On the other hand, Klont et al. (1993) revealed 
that slaughter pigs of different genotypes handled under identical conditions showed different 
values of meat quality parameters. 
 
Table 1. Percentage of unacceptable chops from different porcine stress syndrome (PSS) 
genotype. 

Trait Non-carrier Carrier 

Initial tenderness 21.11 30.11 
Overall tenderness 21.78 32.13 
Juiciness 30.17 39.13 
Flavour desirability 28.80 30.19 
Overall palatability 32.48 37.92 

 
Source: Hambrecht et al. (2004) 
 

4.1. Pre-slaughter stress and pork pH 

During the ante-mortem period, handling procedures involving severe welfare procedures are 
associated with stress and, subsequently, influence the acidity of pork. Warriss et al. (1989) 
demonstrated that characteristics of post mortem pH decline are determined by the 
physiological state of the animal at the time of stunning. Physical activity or any source of stress 
that lasts for hours before an animal is slaughtered will deplete muscle glycogen. Once muscle 
glycogen concentration is reduced below the lower critical threshold level (53 mmol/kg) at the 
time of stunning, the pH of the meat will be raised (Henckel et al., 2002). Acidity of the meat 
affects most meat quality parameters such as colour, water holding capacity, tenderness and 
flavour (Muchenje et al., 2008a).  
 
Rosenvold et al. (2001; 2003a) reported that muscle glycogen stores at the time of slaughter 
can be manipulated through feeding and, thus, influence the rate of pH decline and possibly the 
technological pork quality. Figure 5 illustrates the relationship of pH values occurring post 

mortem and associated pork quality characteristics. 
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Fig. 5. Various pH declines occurring postmortem and associated pork quality characteristics 
(Scheffler and Gerrard, 2007). 
 
Normally, pH declines gradually from 7.4 in living muscle to roughly 5.6–5.7 within 6–8 h post 

mortem and then has an ultimate pH at 24 h (pHu) of about 5.3–5.7 (Muchenje et al., 2009a). 
Muscles with a hastened pH decline, however, exhibit rapid glycolysis and produce large 
amounts of heat, which slows carcass chilling and the chances of developing PSE are high. 
 

4.2. Pre-slaughter stress and PSE 

When pigs are stressed during the ante-mortem conditions, an increased rate of glycolysis 
results, leading to rapid acidification and increased post mortem muscle temperature and may 
subsequently lead to PSE (Lambooij, 2000; Swatland, 2004). PSE is a meat quality defect which 
is caused by a combination of factors, such as stress-susceptible genes, rough handling shortly 
after slaughter and poor carcass chilling (Grandin 2000a). Increased temperatures above upper 
levels of normal range of 37.0-39.6 (Hannon et al., 1990) result in increased chances of PSE 
pork, especially with stress-susceptible pig breeds (Klont et al., 1993). The PSE conditions 
results in reduced shelf life due to increased chances of growth of microorganism (Lambooij, 
2000) and subsequently imposes negative economic implications to the pork industry. 
 
A 50-min transportation period before slaughter was associated with a higher occurrence of 
PSE pork loins (Fortin, 2002). This implies that towards slaughter, any handling procedures 
which stress the animals should be followed with resting so that animals may acclimate and 
restore the normal basal physiological and biochemical levels. PSE is common in November and 
December when abattoirs have high numbers of pigs in preparation for Christmas (O’Neill et al., 
2003a). During slicing in the processing plant, meat PSE zones produce ham which crumbles 
easily, making holes and splits which may affect the appearance of the meat during slicing 
(Gregory, 2007).   
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Although factors leading to PSE pork and to prevent its occurrence have been identified, 
molecular mechanism underlying these phenomena remains largely undefined (Shen et al., 
2006). Showering and resting pigs can be the answer to reduction of the incidences of PSE meat 
under harsh weather of South Africa especially during winter. Some breeds are stress-
susceptible by nature and this offers an opportunity for genetic improvement of pig welfare by 
selecting against stress sensitive genes.  
 
The incidence of PSE can be reduced by feeding a ration containing carbohydrate that has a low 
digestibility in the foregut but fermented in the hind gut (Rosenvold et al., 2001). PSE 
conditions can also be reduced by reducing stocking densities during long journeys (Gregory, 
2007) and resting the pigs for 1 to 22 h in the lairage (Santos et al., 1997; Owen et al., 2000; 
Fortin, 2002) depending on the duration of the journey. The actual time required to rest pigs 
and its relationship with PSE has not been investigated due to a number of reasons. These 
include the fact that animals are subjected to different pre-slaughter treatments, and lack of 
reports on the actual mechanisms which counter for the recovery phenomenon. According to 
Barbut et al. (2008), the use of genetic markers to remove stress susceptible pigs have been 
more successful in reducing the incidences of PSE compared to management at the farm. 
 

4.3. Pre-slaughter stress and pork colour 

Stress during the pre-slaughter period influences the rate and extent of postmortem muscle pH 
decline and subsequently pork colour. In addition, the colour is related to the level of the 
protein pigment, myoglobin, present in the muscle (Muchenje et al., 2009a) and sarcoplasmic 
proteins. Rapid post mortem glycolysis results in accumulation of lactate and hydrogen ions, 
while muscle temperature is relatively high (Allison et al., 2003). The combination of low pH 
and high temperature causes denaturation and reduced solubility of proteins (Joo et al., 1999) 
and will consequently influence pork colour. Pale colours have been attributed to denaturation 
of sarcoplasmic and myofibrillar proteins (Warner et al., 1997; Joo et al., 1999). Pork with a high 
pHu due to restricted formation of lactate in muscles with low levels of glycogen and creatine 
phosphate at the time of slaughter, characterized by high calpain and capalstatin activity, is 
prone to being dark in colour (Perez et al., 2002). The DFD pork has a dark, unattractive 
appearance and a firm, dry, and sticky texture due to enhanced water binding capability 
(Scheffler and Gerrard, 2007). Conversely, PSE pork is characterized by pale colour, soft texture, 
and low water-holding capacity, and has limited functionality in further processing (Scheffler 
and Gerrard, 2007). In other words, pork that is aberrant in colour represents a major problem 
to the pork industry due to its poor processing characteristics and appearance which makes it 
unacceptable to both processors and consumers (Scheffler and Gerrard, 2007). 
 
Nutritional manipulation of pork colour may reduce the incidences of DFD, but the incidence of 
PSE meat is likely to increase, especially for carriers of the halothane gene, even when pigs are 
supplemented with sucrose (Pethick et al., 1997). During rearing, high stocking densities have 
been linked to reduced risks of DFD and paler meat (Hamilton et al., 2003; Guardia et al., 2005). 
Lengthy journeys (>3 hours) can increase the risk of DFD meat through physical exhaustation 
(Perez et al., 2002). The rapid acidification of PSE results in rapid metmyoglobin formation 
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which can subsequently contribute to the brown-grey colour of meat (Gregory, 2007). 
However, paleness of meat from nn pigs does not persist with cooking or roasting, although the 
pork is less juicy (Moelich et al., 2003).  
 

4.4. Pre-slaughter stress and pork tenderness 

Meat tenderness refers to the toughness or the ability of meat to resist fragmentation when 
being chewed. In general, breed and sex have relatively little effect on tenderness, but pre-
slaughter treatments, such as Vitamin D injections, quiet handling and good transport 
conditions on the way to the killing plant, stunning method, and freezing then thawing and 
aging significantly improved tenderness (Gregory, 2007). Although cartilage and connective 
tissue content of meat influence meat tenderness, prolonged stress during the ante mortem 
period may result in biochemical processes taking place in post mortem skeletal muscle 
(Sentandreu et al., 2002). These, eventually, influence pork aging and impart tenderness at 
consumption. The best pork cuts can be toughened by stress, and an older animal can have 
relatively tender meat if it is docile, handled and slaughtered without being stressed, and the 
meat aged correctly.  
 
As meat ages, high meat pH influences tenderization because it enhances muscle catabolism 
through elevated calpain or reduced calpastatin activities. The greater toughness of PSE meat 
might be partly due to its lower µ- and m-calpain activities (Claeys et al., 2001) and associated 
muscle enzymatic activities. According to Sentandreu et al. (2002) and Sensky et al. (1998), 
proteolysis of both sarcoplasmic and myofibrillar proteins by the action of endogenous muscle 
enzymes has a major role in the development of an adequate meat texture. 
 
Although stress before slaughter and lack of aging of meat influence pork toughness, 
intramuscular fat (IMF) content also enhances pork tenderness (Aaslyng and Stoier, 2004). 
Restricted growth during the last days of slaughter followed by compensatory growth can 
increase tenderness (Therkildsen et al., 2002a, b; Kristensen et al., 2003). Furthermore, ham 
made from PSE meat tends to be tougher when cooked and those dry-cured hams have poorer 
cohesion between muscles (Gregory, 2007). 
 

4.5. Pre-slaughter stress and water holding capacity 

Water-holding capacity is a factor that also determines the juiciness of meat. It is defined as the 
ability of meat to retain its water during application of external forces, such as cutting, heating, 
grinding or pressing (Lawrie & Ledward, 2006). Muscle energy and the rate and extent with 
which postmortem muscle pH declines is associated with the water-holding capacity of meat 
(Van der Wal et al., 1999; Barbut et al., 2008). Within a normal range of glycolytic potential 
values, muscle energy had a clear impact on drip loss, with low muscle energy levels being 
associated with lower drip losses (Hambrecht et al., 2004). When pigs are stressed at the time 
of stunning, rapid postmortem glycolysis results in accumulation of lactate and hydrogen ions 
while muscle temperature is relatively high. The reduced water-binding capacity is attributed to 
a combination of low pH and high temperature which causes denaturation and reduced 
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solubility of myosin (Offer et al., 1989) eventually leading to denaturation of myofibrillar 
proteins (Warner et al., 1997; Joo et al., 1999).  
 
Although drip loss is of economic importance, the mechanism behind this phenomenon has not 
been extensively studied (Otto et al., 2007). In PSE- prone pigs, high stocking densities have 
been associated with less drip loss from their meat (Gregory, 2007). Such observations have 
been explained by various reports (Sutton et al., 1997, Fisher et al., 2000c; Hamilton et al., 
2000; Costa et al., 2002; Otto et al., 2007) which revealed that genotypes Nn and NN were 
significantly associated with drip loss regardless of the method of handling or measurement 
used, with heterozygote (Nn) pigs showing higher drip loss than the homozygous stress 
resistant animals (NN). The quantitative trait loci (QTL) and major genes affecting drip loss or 
water-holding capacity were located on SSC1, SSC2, SSC4, SSC6, SSC11, SSC13, SSC14, SSC15 
and SSC18 ( http://www.animalgenome.org/QTLdb/). In addition, Thomsen et al. (2004) 
described evidence for further QTL for drip loss and water-holding capacity on SSC5 and SSC9, 
respectively. These results confirm that stress susceptibility of breeds to pork defects occur 
even under optimum management conditions. Locating such genes and selecting against such 
traits can be of great importance for pig breeds in most developing countries because little has 
been done on characterization of pigs reared in the local environments. 
 
Short-term (1 min) acute stress experienced immediately before stunning involving excitement 
or forcing pigs from the resting facility to the stunning pen resulted in reduced water holding 
capacity 24 h post mortem (Van der Wal et al., 1999). Walking the pigs 125 m to the abattoir 
instead of transporting them in a vehicle resulted in substantial increase in drip loss from the 
loin after slaughter (De Smet et al., 1998). Although walking pigs to the abattoir is gradually 
being replaced by vehicle transportation and is cheap, distance as short as 125 m can still 
persist between the lairage and slaughterhouse. Therefore, driving pigs into the slaughterhouse 
should be done as gently as possible if quality pork of normal drip loss is to be obtained. In the 
Netherlands, Italy and Spain, pigs grown under free-range conditions produce meat with less 
drip loss than those raised intensively (Lambooij et al., 2004; Pugliese et al., 2005).  
 

4.6. Transportation and sogginess 

Pork produced from stressed animals is characterized by reduced water holding capacity. 
Sogginess is a quality or a state of being wet which is uncommon to normal meat. Losses of 
water are further exacerbated during transportation of pork from the abattoirs to butcheries 
due to shaking and vibrations, consequently leading to sogginess. Loss of water from meat has 
negative economic implications to the pig industry because it substantially reduces the weight 
of meat (Otto et al., 2007) and may also reduce water soluble nutrients which are vital for 
human consumption. In addition, sogginess reduces the consumer acceptability of pork 
because it is commonly associated with toughness, reduced pork flavour and exhibits more off-
flavour and darker pork colour. Although meat sogginess may impose great economic losses to 
the pork industry, its relationship with transportation and other pre-slaughter conditions with 
which the animals are subjected to have not been investigated.  
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4.7. Pre-slaughter stress and cooking loss 

Cooking loss is the percent weight difference between fresh and cooked samples relative to the 
weight of fresh meat samples (Honikel, 1998; Torley et al., 2000; Moelich et al., 2003). During 
cooking the meat undergoes changes in its physical properties, such as colour and texture, and 
it is subjected to chemical reactions, such as protein denaturation and Maillard reaction, that 
influence its final quality and acceptability (Chiavaro et al., 2009). The major components of 
cooking losses are thawing, dripping and evaporation (Jama et al., 2008). Thawing loss refers to 
the loss of fluid in pork resulting from the formation of exudates following freezing and 
thawing. Dripping is the loss of fluid from pork cuts and water evaporation from the shrinkage 
of muscle proteins (actin and myosin) in the form of drip. Evaporation refers to the loss of fluid 
from the pork surface through its conversion to gaseous form. It changes the shape of pork 
through shrinkage and causes firmness and poor juiciness in pork. 
 
An increase in cooking loss has a large financial impact in the pork industry. It results in the loss 
of several essential minerals and vitamins, thereby deteriorating pork nutritional quality. 
Despite the influence of cooking temperature, cooking loss is negatively correlated to post 

mortem pH (Torley et al., 2000; Muchenje, 2007). It can be postulated that cooking meat with a 
high pH requires a low temperature to minimize the cooking loss. During cooking meat, losses 
of 20 to 40 % occur (Jonsall et al., 2001; Aaslyng et al., 2003; Muchenje, 2007). These losses are 
ascribed to water holding capacity and acidity of the meat (Aaslyng et al., 2003). Structural 
shrinkage (Aaslyng et al., 2003) and structure as reflected in sarcomere length are known to 
affect cooking loss (Bertram et al., 2004). Since pre-slaughter stress influences pork pH, its 
water holding capacity, acidity, structural linkage and sarcomere length it may consequently 
affects cooking loss.  

 
Severe pre-slaughter stress results in a high cooking loss and consequently pork is given an 
expectation of a less optimal eating quality and imposes a great economic loss to the meat and 
catering industry (Aaslyng et al., 2003). Low water holding capacity (WHC) and low pH result in 
high cooking loss (Aaslyng et al., 2003; Muchenje, 2007). Porcine meat from RN-gene carriers is 
associated with high cooking loss (>25%) (Lundstrom et al., 1996; 1998; Jonsall et al., 2001). The 
reduced water binding capacity during processing has been ascribed to a combination of lower 
protein and higher glycogen content in meat from RN-carriers, as it is assumed that the ability 
of protein to bind water during cooking is higher than for glycogen (Fernandez et al., 1991). 
Less cooking loss is common in pigs which are kept under free-range conditions (Pugliese et al., 
2005). It can be postulated that feed deprivation and exercise which is severe may reduce the 
water binding capability of proteins even when the glycogen concentrations have been restored 
to normal during the post-mortem period.    
 
Mixing pigs from different batches results in pork with more drip and cooking loss (Beattie et 

al., 2002). These defects can be linked to the stress which is imposed by the new social group 
giving them less time to acclimatize. Juncher et al. (2003) and O’Neill et al. (2003b) suggested 
that severe pre-slaughter stress could enhance warm-over flavours (WOFs) in PSE meat as well 
as more drip and cooking loss. 
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5. Pig pre-slaughter welfare and muscle histological attributes 

 
As pigs attempt to respond or cope with external and internal challenges which they face 
during the pre-slaughter period, biochemical changes occur and these influence enzymatic 
action of exogenous enzymes on the protein building blocks of meat, including the properties 
and structure of muscle and meat physiology. As a result, the muscle histological attributes are 
also influenced by changes in protein structure such that the more severe are the welfare 
procedures, the poor the pork eating quality. 
 

5.1. Sarcomere length 

Sarcomeres are structural and functional units of striated muscles where actin and myosin 
filaments overlap to produce the movements that are required for muscle contraction. 
Sarcomere length is used to determine the effectiveness of electrical stimulation as a way of 
preventing cold-shortening in beef (Muchenje et al., 2009a). The shorter the sarcomere the 
tougher is the meat (Swatland, 2004). Electrical stimulation reduces the pH of the muscle 
rapidly and hastens the onset of rigor mortis, and is not applied to pork because it enhances 
PSE.  
 
When animals are handled towards slaughter, transitions between rest and exercise requires 
the muscle to be a dynamic tissue with the ability to adapt to dramatic changes in energy 
expenditure (Scheffler and Gerrard, 2007). If stress conditions persist resulting in the 
breakdown of ATP exceeding its synthesis by glycolysis, less ATP is available and the formation 
of actomyosin bonds shortens sarcomeres and increases muscle tension, signaling the onset of 
rigor mortis (Scheffler and Gerrard, 2007). Rigor mortis is complete when the ATP supply is 
exhausted; thus, actomyosin cross bridges cannot be broken and the muscle is relatively 
inextensible and as a result the pork becomes tough when chewed. However, muscle tension 
will eventually decrease with post mortem storage as a result of degradation of myofibrillar 
proteins and loss of structural integrity. 
 

5.2. Myofibrillar fragmentation length, ageing and tenderness 

Myofibrils are structural units of striated muscle fibres consisting of one long multinucleate cell. 
Ageing involves holding meat after slaughter under refrigeration at temperatures ranging from 
0 to 4 oC, to enhance tenderness and the development of flavor (Muchenje et al., 2009a). 
During ageing, an enzyme collagenase, produced by bacteria within the meat, breaks down the 
myofibrillar protein structure and connective tissue protein (Zhang et al., 2005). Since 
myofibrils make up nearly 80 % of the volume of the muscle cell, their disruption greatly 
influences meat tenderness (Zhang et al., 2005). The pH of the meat at slaughter influences the 
fragility and fragmentation of the myofibrils. 
 
When rigor mortis sets at high temperature and low pH it results in denaturation of 
approximately 20 % of the sarcoplasmic and myofibrillar proteins (Honikel and Kim, 1986). 
During this period, reduction in myosin head length is sufficient to draw thick and thin filaments 
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closer together, leading to increased expulsion of water (Offer et al., 1989). Greater 
precipitation of sarcoplasmic proteins is largely responsible for paler pork color, while 
denaturation of myofibrillar proteins explains the reduced water holding capacity in PSE muscle 
(Joo et al., 1999). Moreover, sarcoplasmic protein solubility declines with decreasing pHu and 
contributes to paler pork colour (Joo et al., 1999) and the rate and extent of post mortem pH 
decline influence protein characteristics and thus critically affect pork quality development 
(Scheffler and Gerrard, 2007). 
 
6. Pork consumer health issues 

 

Most meat consumers are increasingly becoming concerned about production of quality and 
safe meat with no undesirable effects on their health (Andersen et al., 2005; Okrouhlá et al., 
2008; Muchenje et al., 2009a). Biochemical processes occurring during the transportation of 
pigs to the abattoir, the immediate pre-slaughter period, the slaughtering process and meat 
handling after slaughter affect pork eating quality. A variety of factors affect such processes, 
the chemical composition and the physico-chemical characteristics of pork, including fatty acid 
profiles. In addition to influencing pork sensory characteristics, the fatty composition of pork is 
important to the consumer’s health. 
 
There has been an increased interest in recent years in ways to manipulate pork chemical 
compositions, especially fatty acid profiles. This is because meat fat is seen to be a major source 
of fat in the diet, particularly of saturated fatty acids, which have been implicated in diseases 
associated with modern life, especially in developed countries (Wood et al., 2003, Okrouhlá et 
al., 2008). In developing countries, such as South Africa, however, knowledge of consumer 
acceptability of pork and the implication of pork consumption on the consumers’ health have 
not been well-documented.  
 

6.1. Fatty acid profiles and consumer health 

Breed of pig and the way pigs are managed from rearing up the time of slaughter affect fatty 
acid composition, which is closely related to intramuscular fat levels in meat (Hansen et al., 
2000; Nilzen et al., 2001). Meat healthiness is largely related to its fat content and its fatty acid 
composition (Fisher et al., 2000). The meat from free-range pigs, including organic pig 
production systems, has been reported to be leaner (Sather et al., 1997; Danielsen et al., 2000; 
Sundrum et al., 2000) and has more unsaturated fatty acids (Hansen et al., 2000; Nilzen et al., 
2001). The differences in fatty acid composition between breeds subjected to various pre-
slaughter conditions can be explained by differences in the proportion of intramuscular fat as 
the ratio of polyunsaturated fatty acid to saturated fatty acid (PUFA/SFA) (Muchenje et al., 
2009c). This ratio decreases with the increasing fat level of pork.  
 
Increased health-consciousness among consumers has led to demands for lean muscle with less 
fat (Moelich et al., 2003). Pig producers have improved carcass merit by inclusion of the 
halothane gene resulting in increased lean growth (Fernandez et al., 1999a; Moelich et al., 
2003) and higher yielding carcasses (Scheffler and Gerrard, 2007). Besides its health benefits, 
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progressive production of lean pork has been accompanied by complaints from the food 
industry that pork quality has been deteriorating (Wood, 2001). However, extreme variation in 
pork quality due to the presence of the halothane gene, DFD and PSE pork, has also become 
more prevalent (Scheffler and Gerrard, 2007).  
 
In the United Kingdom, for example, the Department of Health (1994) recommended that fat 
intake be reduced to 30 % of total energy intake (from about 40 %) with a figure of 10 % of 
energy intake for saturated fatty acids (from 15 %). At the same time, the recommended ratio 
of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) to saturated fatty acids (P:S) should be above 0.4 (Wood 
et al., 2003). Although fatty acid profiles may impose possible health effects (Aharoni et al., 
1995; Padre et al., 2007), they also affect the sensory characteristics of meat (Wood et al., 
2003). 
 
The pre-slaughter diet influences the fatty acid profile of the pork produced from pigs in 
different production systems. For example, traditional breeds raised under pasture produce 
pork with relatively low SFA (Estevez et al., 2004). The negative influence of the intramuscular 
fat (IMF) content of meat on health aspects, therefore, competes with its positive influence on 
meat juiciness and flavour (Issanchou, 1996). Assessment of fatty acid profiles of pigs in 
particular production systems is, therefore, needed. Control of lipid composition in pork might 
be useful in the production of high quality fresh pork, but there is need for investigating critical 
threshold values of specific fatty acids to specific flavor attributes in relation to pre-slaughter 
conditions which pigs are subjected to before any general conclusions can be drawn. 
 
7. Pork acceptance 

 

Consumer acceptance refers to the willingness and preference of consumers to pay for and 
consume meat cuts based on their appearance at the time of purchasing and consumption. 
Knowledge of the consumers’ preferences, acceptance and choice behaviour is, therefore, 
crucial to the meat industry in its aim to produce meat of high quality (Aaslyng et al., 2007). 
According to Krige (2000), the perceptions of consumers in South Africa affect purchasing 
behaviour more than the attributes. This may be due to fact that meat attributes can be made 
uniform characteristics country-wide but consumer perceptions can be influenced by various 
attributes such as gender, culture and religion within various ethical groups. Pork acceptance is 
influenced by sensory attributes, knowledge of method of rearing, health-related issues and 
some other ethical issues which are linked to religion, customs and social beliefs (Verbeke et al., 
1999). Sensory evaluation trials are helpful to assess the consumer acceptance of pork from 
pigs reared and slaughtered in different production systems. There are noticeable correlations 
between specific fatty acids and explicit sensory attributes but the relationship have not been 
explicitly investigated in the South African context. 
 

7.1. Sensory evaluation 

Sensory evaluation of pork refers to a scientific discipline that deals with the application of 
principles of experimental design and statistical analysis to the use of human senses (sight, 
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smell, taste, touch and hearing) for the purposes of assessing compositional quality and 
palatability of pig meat. Components of the palatability of meat include tenderness, juiciness 
and flavour (Muchenje et al., 2008b,c; 2009b). Aroma, the impression that is formed on the first 
bite of meat, and the amount of connective tissue in meat, is also important sensory 
characteristics. 
 

7.1.1. Sensory evaluation variables 

The quality aspects of pork considered as the main sensory evaluation variables are tenderness, 
flavour and juiciness. These sensory variables are all influenced by intramuscular fat (IMF). The 
PSE meat is prone to build up of microorganisms because its chemical background of a high pH 
and high temperature creates a conducive environment for their growth leading to spoilage. 
Such meat has a short shelf life and biochemical processes and products following microbial 
activity may cause rancidity in pork products (Gregory, 2007), thereby imparting sensory 
attributes such as taste, flavour and aroma.  Warmed-over flavours (WOFs) can develop 
following severe pre-slaughter stress (Juncher et al., 2003), but they may be masked up by the 
mild acidic flavours associated with PSE meat (Gregory, 2007). However, cooked hams 
processed from PSE meat are susceptible to development of WOFs, high drip and cooking loss 
(Fisher et al., 2000a; O’Neill et al., 2003b; Hoffman et al., 2003). 
 
Since water holding capacity determines the juiciness of meat when pigs are stressed the pork 
becomes less juicy and this is not desirable. Although pork obtained from the RN pigs does not 
exhibit high-drip-high-tenderness combination (Gregory, 2007), greater drip in PSE condition is 
usually associated with tough fresh meat (Stalder et al., 1998). Some sensory attributes, such as 
lower water holding capacity, juiciness and tenderness have been reported to occur hand in 
hand (Olsson et al., 2003). 
 

7.1.2 Intramuscular fat and sensory evaluation 

Also known as marbling, intramuscular fat (IMF) refers to the fat layers embedded within meat 
muscle fibres. IMF content is one of the optimum traits which influence quality characteristics, 
such as meat tenderness, juiciness, and taste (Verbeke et al., 1999; Okrouhlá et al., 2008). IMF 
is related to most welfare issues which are governed by nutrition and exercise mostly during 
the rearing period or in the fattening period towards slaughter.  
 
IMF content below the recommended optimum of 3 % diminishes pork quality (Okrouhlá et al., 
2008).  A higher IMF content will, however, not further improve this parameter but will instead 
have adverse effects on the consumer acceptability due to the increased visibility of fat in the 
meat. According to Gregory (2007), pork leanness is associated with low levels of marbling 
within the muscle as well as small amounts of subcutaneous and intermuscular fat. Marbling 
enhances the flavour and juiciness of meat (Calkins and Hodgen, 2007; Muchenje et al., 2008b, 
c). However, high levels of marbling based on the appearance of pork chops in the retail display 
cabinet increase the reluctance of consumers to purchase but the behaviours are likely to 
change with familiarity of the benefits that marbling has for eating quality (Fernandez et al., 
1999b). The Duroc breed has been recorded to have the highest IMF content of 2.9 % (Oliver et 
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al., 2003; Okrouhlá et al. 2008). This has lead to the incorporation of Duroc sire lines, as a way 
of imparting superior marbling and succulence, and at the same time producing acceptable lean 
carcasses (Gregory, 2007). The heritability of marbling IMF ranges on average between 0.5 – 0.6 
(Visser, 2003). However, the heritability of IMF in the local less benign weather conditions of 
South Africa have not been done.  
 

7.2. Consumer acceptability and preference tests 

The ultimate success of any product in the market-place depends on its acceptability to 
consumers. Consumer acceptability of pork is dependent upon the appearance of the product 
at the point of purchase and the satisfaction derived at the point of consumption. Previously, 
emphasis over the past decades has been placed on producing the most pork at the lowest cost 
with little regard for the quality of the product. Nowadays, the challenge facing producers and 
processors of pork products in South Africa is ensuring that the end product meets high quality 
expectations as well as consumers’ experienced quality demands (Oyewumi and Jooste, 2001, 
SAPPO, 2009). SAPPO (2009) describes the South Africa pork which is available on line to 
consumers. Consequently, preference tests can be used to ascertain the pork's market position 
with considerable emphasis on eating quality in relation to consumer acceptance (Jeremiah et 

al., 1999). This can be done by formulating preference tests to determine views of the 
consumers on particular pork products produced in different production systems.  
 
Despite the substantial amount of research conducted over the past three decades, 
considerable controversy remains on the effects of breed, gender, and the halothane genotype 
on meat quality, cooking, and palatability attributes (Torley et al., 2000). World-over, such 
controversy presents a dilemma for pork producers and it is further exacerbated by the 
majority of previous studies which involve relatively small numbers of animals or meat samples, 
often from uncontrolled or unknown environments (Torley et al., 2000). In South Africa, there is 
need for research on the relationship between the acceptances of pork in relation to the 
conditions with which they are kept. Furthermore, due to the diversity of people as you move 
from place to place such research should be done to ascertain consumer preferences in 
different provinces. In addition, scientific information on the knowledge of consumers and 
producers on legislation with regard to how they perceive meat produced under the current 
animal welfare conditions is lacking.  
 

7.2.1. Boar taint 

Sensory boar taint is the off-odour or off-flavour of pork perceived more easily upon cooking 
and eating (O’Neill et al., 2003a). It is primarily caused by androstenone and skatole (O’Neill et 

al., 2003a) and indole. Skatole is mostly associated with sensory descriptors, such as manure 
whilst androstenone is mostly related to urine (Dijksterhuis et al., 2000). The majority of the 
South African consumers hesitate to consume pork that exhibits detectable levels of Boar taint 
(De Kock et al., 2001b; Visser, 2004). Generally, detection of these sensory descriptors on 
consumption depends partially on the gender and/or ethnic group of consumer as well as how 
the meat is prepared. It was reported by de Kock et al. (2001a) that the ability by white, black 
and coloured consumers to detect these sensory descriptors depend on gender with more 
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females detecting androstenone than males do.  This might be due to the fact that most 
women spend their time in kitchen so they are used to distinguish various aromas.  
 
Fluctuations in these hormonal concentrations depend on diet, rearing condition, handling of 
pigs, sex, age, and genetics (Claus et al., 1994; Aldal et al., 2005). The results reported by De 
Kock et al. (2001b), suggested that future research involving factors influencing volatilization of 
skatole and androstenone should also be considered when predicting sensory responses of 
boar odour. In South Africa pork can be prepared using different methods, such as boiling, 
steaming, frying, grilling and braaing (Hoffman et al., 2003, Fisher et al., 2000a,b; SAPPO, 2009), 
but little research is done to compare consumer perspective on their sensory responses of boar 
taint. As a result, there is also need to further investigate the influence of different methods of 
preparation and temperatures of meat at consumption on sensory responses of boar taint.  
 
Although boar taint can be corrected through surgical castration with anaesthesia (Gregory, 
2007), Thun et al. (2006) suggested that immunological castration is the best alternative to 
surgical castration as it is more welfare-friendly. Boar taint affects the acceptability of pork by 
consumers (De Kock et al., 2004a,b). Although studies were carried out in Pretoria and 
Stellenbosch to assess the perceptions of black, white and coloured groups respectively on only 
boar taint precursors (androstenone and skatole), studies on consumer perceptions on another 
precursor (andole) are lacking. However, the expressions of these off-flavours and odours 
depend on the method of preparing the meat (Banon et al., 2003). This is illustrated in the 
detection threshold listed in Table 2. Dry-cured ham is comprised of oxidized fats and these 
help in masking the boar taint (Gregory, 2007), especially when the ham is consumed cold 
(Banon et al., 2003). Furthermore, there is need to investigate the perceptions of consumers of 
South Africa on how they react to prepared pork samples. 
 
Table 2. Threshold values for the organoleptic detection of androstenone and skatole in pigs 
meats. 

 Threshold concentration (µg/g) 

Pig meat product Androstenone Skatole 
Cooked meat 0.5 0.10 
Cooked ham 1.5 0.75 
Dry-cured ham 2.0 0.12 

 
Source: Gregory (2007) 
Some major genes for intramuscular fat (Janss et al., 1997) and androstenone (Fouillaux et al., 
1997) have been identified. The latter causes boar taint in meat from entire males thus its 
identification offers an opportunity for reducing its intensity through genetic programmes. Few, 
if any, studies on the sensory acceptability of meat from immunocastrated pigs in South Africa 
are available. Furthermore, there is need to investigate the influence of rearing conditions on 
boar taint in a South African context. Research on the expression of boar taint odours can be 
carried out in link with welfare features, such as skin lesions (hock burns), ammonia poisoning, 
foot pad lesions and microbial infestation. There is also need to investigate whether carcasses 
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or chops with boar taint influence those without so that possible ways of identifying carcasses 
with boar taint can be introduced on slaughter line.  
 
8. Areas needing further research in South Africa 

The South African pork eating population is comprised of a heterogeneous composition in 
which various black ethnic groups (75%), whites (14%) and coloureds (9%) have different meat 
eating habits and attitudes towards pork in general (South African Pork Producers Organisation, 
1993; Viljoen, 1996; De Kock et al., 2001). Most of the available literature on the relationship 
between welfare of pigs and pork consumption and quality is based on studies conducted on 
exotic breeds in the developed countries. There is need to investigate the influence of pig pre-
slaughter welfare on pork quality and subsequently its acceptance by South African consumers.  
 
Further research should also focus investigation in consumers’ willingness to pay for specific 
non-economic attributes of pork and pork products and the geographical characteristics 
associated with this. In addition, pre-slaughter behavior of animals from the time of loading up 
to the time of stunning are indicators of poor welfare, with vocalizations been the most obvious 
indicators (Gregory, 2007). However, studies on the relationships between behaviour of 
animals just before slaughter and meat traits of economic importance at post mortem are 
lacking not only in South Africa but globally.  
 

8.1. Use of local breeds 

Commercial pig farmers and breeders in South Africa have been routinely selecting for 
reproductive traits such as litter size, litter birth weight for a long time. While considerable 
research effort has been spent optimising mean values of these reproductive traits within 
production systems, relatively less has been dedicated to investigate the influence local 
genotype on meat traits of economic importance. There is need for research on the 
performance of local breeds under conditions which are common in most developing countries, 
including South Africa.  The use of local breeds is advisable because especially during this era of 
global warming if sustainable pork production is to be met. This is so because animal welfare is 
improved especially when animal are kept in their environment of genetic origin.  
 
In practice, development of these breeds though breeding programmes may impose serious 
economic constraints to the commercial meat industry because it is time consuming, requires 
construction of more pens, thereby increasing the cost of housing, cleaning needs and general 
management up to the time of slaughter and determining meat attributes. Very little, if any, 
information of the impact of behaviours on welfare status and meat traits is available in the pig 
commercial sector in South Africa. The lack of appreciation of the role of behaviour at slaughter 
largely explains why most commercial farmers are reluctant to record individual pig pre-
slaughter behaviours. Understanding the genetic determination of pig pre-slaughter behaviours 
will also help in development of a selection scheme for breeding pigs that consider influence of 
behaviours on handling and meat quality. This will help commercial farmers to improve reduce 
production costs and, hence, improve pig production efficiency.  
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In South Africa, the relationship of meat attributes with porcine stress syndrome genotypes, NN 
and Nn, (Fisher et al., 2000a, b; Moelich et al., (2003). However these have not been linked to 
pre-slaughter behavioural scorings such as crush scores, pen scores, vocalization scorings, 
stunning scores, fighting and mounting during transportation or handling. World-over research 
on the relationship between pre-slaughter behaviour of different pig breeds and the 
subsequent pork quality is limited or not done at all. Such information can be made available 
when behavioural measurements are scored through video camera recording in relation to 
meat attributes. For example, vocalization scorings for each animal can be assessed in 
conjunction with meat traits of economic importance, such as colour, tenderness, water 
holding capacity, pH and temperature drop. Behavioural scores are easy and cheap to compile 
implying that they impose less economic cost to the commercial sector.  
 

8.2. Pig welfare and pork quality 

Countries such as France have managed to reduce the halothane gene to levels below 2 % 
through controlled breeding programmes. Most of the surveys done at abattoirs in developed 
countries reveal occurrence of major defects, such as PSE and DFD. However, the specificity 
within these results on the actual production systems used in raising animals or during 
particular pre-slaughter conditions is not always available. The use of pig groups when 
introducing animals in the slaughterhouse needs to be investigated, as a way of controlling 
welfare issues which are linked to failure of proper record compilation. 
 
In small-scale abattoirs, however, such information can be easily compiled because animals 
arriving at abattoirs are usually in small numbers. In commercial setup such as in South Africa, 
the information can be extracted more effectively on farm than at the slaughterhouse in order 
not to interfere with the welfare of the animals during the pre-slaughter period. Most of the 
studies reveal that the conditions of rearing influence the pork eating quality, but the 
mechanisms of interaction between environmental conditions and meat attributes especially in 
this global era of climatic change have not been extensively studied in South Africa. In some 
systems, especially in developing countries, animals awaiting slaughter are exposed to the site 
of other animals being bled or walked over a floor covered with blood (Gregory, 2007). 
Research is, therefore, needed to investigate how such practices affect voluntary behaviour of 
the pigs and subsequent pork quality post mortem. Numerical scores are also lacking or not 
done at all, but they are useful in validating whether animal welfare practices are improving or 
deteriorating the pork quality. The se numerical scores are more effective especially when they 
are linked to research on how pork changes quality at post mortem. 
 

8.3. Use of molecular techniques 

Application of biotechnological methods in trying to improve welfare can be useful if pork of 
high quality is to be produced. The use of techniques, such as marker assisted selection (MAS) 
can be used for improving meat quality traits of animals subjected to various pre-slaughter 
conditions. This is important, especially for production systems such as those in South Africa, 
because improvement of meat quality is difficult using conventional selection methods since 
most traits of interest can only be measured after slaughter (de Dekkers et al., 2001). 
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Therefore, only information on relatives can be used for selection, but breeding records are not 
kept and the ones available are not easily accessible.  
 
Furthermore, high costs are involved in genetically improving meat quality in terms of the 
number of animals required in sib slaughter schemes (Otto et al., 2007), and the sophisticated 
measurement techniques (e.g. tenderness, colour, drip loss), and logistics within the slaughter 
plant (Knap et al., 2002). In applying molecular techniques, genetic selection may be extended 
to other meat quality traits, but possible downstream effects are expected so overall benefits 
and disadvantages need to be assessed also in Sub-Saharan Africa (Gregory, 2007). 
 

8.4. Traceability and disease control 

Traceability can be defined as the ability to maintain the identity of an individual pig from the 
farm, through slaughter and distribution, to the consumer (Jensen and Hayes, 2006). Pigs can 
be identified through paper records, electronic records, brands, tattoos, tags and transponders 
(Smith et al., 2005). It is imperative that livestock and meat should be identifiable and should be 
accompanied by proper records that guarantee traceability through all or parts of the life-cycle 
and such information should be authentic, visible and should be verified (Smith et al., 2008).  
 
Such records can be helpful to prevent or control the spread of diseases, especially in the light 
of outbreaks, such as the Classical Swine Fever that was reported in the Eastern Cape, South 
Africa in 2005. The current regulations on traceability of livestock products only specifies the 
need for traceability at the abattoir level solely on the animal by-products that are used for 
feeding such as blood (DOA, 2009). However, it would be more effective if guidelines are 
reviewed such that they extent up to the time of consumption. There is need for investigating 
the traceability system of South Africa by circulation of questionnaires at farm, abattoir and 
household level so that possible interventions can be done to improve the safety of livestock 
products.   
  
Currently, there is speculation that South African large abattoirs are selling meat which is 
supplied from small scale abattoirs but little is done to prevent or trace such fraudulent 
behaviour. Authentication of the origin of livestock products can be done by making sure that 
written information should accompany the product from the place of origin up to the time of 
slaughter. Biotechnology can be linked with modern information technology and coding to 
enhance traceability in South Africa through the entire supply chain-from the farm up to the 
time of consumption (Visser, 2004).  Developed countries have involved consumers in 
implementation of traceability of meat products. According to Dickinson et al. (2003) some of 
the Canadian and American consumers are willing to pay for red-meat traceability, 
transparency, and enhanced quality assurances in red-meat products. However, such research 
has not been conducted to ascertain South African consumer preferences. 
 
In serious disease outbreaks farmers should apply biosecurity measures so that they may 
reduce the risk of cross-contamination between farms. In tracing disease infection or checking 
the health status of the animals acute phase protein biosensors may be of great use because 
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these increase in concentration in the blood in the event of any infection or tissue damage. 
Polymerase reactions can also be used in tracing diseases. However, some stress mechanisms 
involving Salmonella excretion during transportation and pre-slaughter handling are not fully 
understood (Gregory, 2007).  
 
Besides its use in preventing health risk and ascertaining animal welfare, traceability is also 
important in preventing stock theft and identifying animals which are suspected to have been 
stolen (Smith et al., 2008). Brook (2008) reported that EU countries have proposed legislation 
that information on the animal and farm-of-origin should be carried all the way to the point of 
sale. Such regulations if practiced in developing countries may be useful not only to the pork 
industry, but also to the health sector in South Africa. With efforts to optimize safety of meat 
products in South Africa, traceability can be combined with Hazard Analysis Critical Control 
Points (HACCP).  
 

8.5. Pork products and consumer health   

Pork products have been found to impose human health risk, especially when processed from 
meat with high fat content. This has led to developed countries proposing levels of fats which 
are suitable to prevent health risks, but such measures have not been proposed in most 
developing countries. Knowledge of fatty acid profiles of pork for most breeds in the developed 
world might have assisted health practitioners in drawing out such proposals considering that 
amounts of meat consumed in these countries is high. In South Africa, the consumption of pork 
is aggregated between high and low income groups and these are also correlated with racial 
compositions (Mcguigan and Nieuwoudt, 2002). However, regarding visible pork fat, 
appearance and health at retail level are major dimensions of quality affecting purchase 
motives of consumers (Resurreccion, 2002). 
 
The guide to South African pork only generalizes the meat contents on average but does not 
link up these levels with healthy eating (SAPPO, 2009). Moreover, knowledge of fatty acid 
profiles of pork produced from indigenous or even exotic breeds reared in local conditions is 
unavailable, making it difficult to develop appropriate recommendation. Reporting and 
epidemiological investigation of food borne illnesses leaves a lot to be desired not only in South 
Africa but throughout the world. For example, the 2005 and 2008 outbreaks of Swine flu and 
Foot and mouth disease respectively in South Africa and Europe concurrently indicates that 
networking on disease control and awareness is not up to standard. These diseases led to 
remarkable decrease in the consumption of pork in South Africa (Maunder et al., 2001). 
Moreover, in South Africa, food poisoning outbreaks are not recognized, reported and reacted 
on in the same way as in other first world countries (Neethling, 2009a). There is also need to 
assimilate developed countries, such as USA in raising food safety awareness programmes and 
animal welfare campaigns/ workshops through non-profit organizations. 
 
 

8.6. Pork processing and value adding 
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Handling and processing in slaughter plants is well-known to have a great influence on stress 
immediately prior to slaughter and on the pork eating quality (Warris et al., 1998a, b; Van der 
Wal et al., 1999). Stunning method affects quality of processing pork products. Although most 
studies reveal effects of pre-slaughter conditions on the easiness of processing pork, future 
work should aim at unraveling those factors causing variations in meat quality at commercial 
processing plants. According to Oyewumi and Jooste (2004), more pork consuming households 
show a preference for value added products than non-pork consuming households but these 
patterns are not scientifically explained. For example, the cooked ham industry processing is 
experiencing a fast and sustained development of the slicing-packing process, but development 
is seriously handicapped by the frequent occurrence of PSE-zones in the hams (Franck et al., 
2003).  
 
In South Africa, the effects of genotypes (nn, Nn, and NN) on processing and quality of hams 
and back bacon have been investigated (Fisher et al., 2000a, b). Although the results suggest 
halothane carriers should be eliminated by producers and processors when preparing value 
added pork products (Fisher et al., 2000b,c), not all meat attributes of economic importance 
were evaluated. However, the presence of the halothane gene may have advantages for 
producers because carcasses produced have higher lean yield which suits well in the current 
South Africa carcass classification system were producers are paid for the predicted lean yield 
(Fisher et al., 2000).  The PSE-zones crumble easily, making holes or splits in the slices which are 
detrimental to the presentation of the product, often making it unsalable pre-packed (Franck et 

al., 1999). However the mechanisms responsible for such observations are not well understood. 
 

8.7. Pork safety 

 

To ensure production of pork within a quality management system some developed countries 
in Europe established non-profit organizations, such as Belpork, which support stakeholders in 
the pig production sector in various management aspects such as feed, accommodation of the 
pigs, animal welfare and health, identification of the pigs, transport and slaughterhouse 
practices and meat processing (Lammens et al., 2007). Such organizations shares the same 
objective with SAPPO in ensuring that pork of high quality is always available to the consumers 
with minimum healthy risks. However, workshops and awareness programmes to improve pork 
safety are still not fully implemented in South Africa. 
 
In South Africa, the Meat Safety Act and Consumer Protection Act requires abattoirs to send 
meat samples for lab testing so that safe products are available to consumers (DOA, 2004; Red 
Meat Abattoir Association, undated; Neethling, 2009a). However, the regulation should also 
govern the butcheries because they are also involved in meat dispersal. There is no scientific 
information on the perceptions of animal handlers and pork consumers on the present safety 
measures regarding pork distribution. According to Neethling (2009b), meat quality and safety 
issues are more often referred back to the abattoir owner due to the increased awareness 
among consumers on health related matters. As a result, there is need for introducing some 
basis of the application of hygiene management systems such as HACCP plans for fresh meat 
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(Parsons and Neethling, 2009; Neethling, 2007; NSF, 2009). However, the genuine application 
of HACCP principles can be difficult in the design of HACCP plans for raw food commodities, 
especially in the case with fresh meat which implies that its introduction warrants further 
investigations in the South African context.  
 
Regulations require information on the production systems used in rearing pigs, especially 
when meat is being exported. Most European countries have banned the use of antibiotics in 
animals, especially towards slaughter because these have adverse effects on the human 
immune system. The impact of this has been receiving low priority in most developing countries 
but in South Africa the Consumer Protection Act (Act 68 of 2008) which was promulgated in 
April 2009 promotes a fair, accessible, safe and sustainable market place for consumer products 
(Neethling, 2009a, b). To increase pork safety in terms of the fat content, involvement of the 
Duroc sire lines in breeding programs has been found to be of great use with other exotic 
breeds. However, it is imperative to investigate the impact of including the Duroc breed in 
mating programmes to improve meat quality in South Africa. Such programmes should also 
include indigenous pig breeds in the farming sector.  
 

8.8. Religion and pork acceptability 

Besides the sensory quality of pork, which is an important quality criterion for the consumer, 
one should also be aware of other consumer values, such as ethical aspects including religion. 
Consumers' choice of meat could be for emotional reasons rather than for traditional reasons, 
such as nutritional and sensory quality (Jonsall et al., 2001). According to Scholtz et al. (2001) 
and Oyewumi and Jooste (2005), availability, affordability, culture, tradition and religion 
influence the consumption of pork by many South Africans. 
 
Some religions are more concerned about the rearing systems in which pigs are raised while at 
the same time the natural behaviour and needs of the animal will also influence consumer 
acceptability of pork (Torley et al., 2000). Controversy arises especially when the ethical needs 
of different social groups clash with the safety meat requirements as stipulated by the Meat 
Safety Act (Act 40 of 2000) especially during ritual slaughter. Oberholzer (2003) reported on a 
media release that the industry have allowed for informal slaughtering in a manner that 
ensures the safety of consumers as well as the welfare of animals prior to and during the 
slaughter process. However, there is need to investigate whether the meat is not being 
commercial dispensed because such meat products could have a severely detrimental impact 
on South Africa’s meat safety standards and general public health. 
 
According to a survey which was done in the Free state province, it was reported that whites 
consumed most pork products, followed by blacks and the least were the Asians and the 
reasons for this was assumed to be linked to religious beliefs (Oyewumi and Jooste, 2004). 
These results agree with report by Scholtz et al. (2001) that most white and coloured South 
Africans have no cultural, religious or traditional patterns that influence consumption. 
However, these population groups make up a minor portion of the population of South Africa 
and this implies that there needs to be further investigation of the perceptions of blacks.  In 
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South Africa, such research is lacking mainly due to lack of adequate funding. The influence of 
religion on pork acceptability should be considered given that some societies shun consumption 
of pork due to its “uncleanliness”. As a result, if guides to South African pork quality are made 
available to consumers they may provide more information about the ‘pork goodness’ and 
override some ethical issues leading to pork unacceptability. 
 
9. Conclusions 

Pre-slaughter welfare procedures which are stressful will subsequently impart the process of 
transformation of pig to pork. Pre-slaughter pig handling management is important in 
improving pork quality. Since failure to improve pre-slaughter management of pigs will affect 
the consumers’ decisions to buy pork and pork products this signifies a major problem for the 
pig industry. There is need, therefore, to conduct comprehensive research on pig welfare, from 
farm to fork, and its relationship to pork eating quality in South Africa.  Hot research topics for 
the pork industry include the possible use of biotechnology, traceability and disease control, 
welfare and ethical considerations, consumer health, processing and value adding, safety and 
how pig production systems affects the environment. This is more important in this era of 
globalization because South Africa is part of the global village. 
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